
Good management means raising the enterprise’s output through the most efficient
allocation of resources at your disposal. These resources include human workforce,
means of production and available capital, which are vital for companies from day one to
their most mature stages.

Through an analysis of the current environment (external forces) and the business’
features (internal forces), a good manager is able to align those resources and structure
a sound strategic plan including long term goals with tough but achievable
short-performance key results.

In order to thoroughly carry out the strategic plan, there are three practices which are
considered to be the essential elements of good management: (i) targets, (ii) incentives
and (iii) monitoring, as pointed out by Harvard Business Review’s article Does
Management Really Work?.

The first was aforementioned in the second paragraph, which is summarized in
establishing a mission and dividing it through objectives in shorter periods so we can
quantify our improvement throughout the “business path”.

On another hand, individuals act according to incentives, therefore we need the best
ones to extract the highest performance from our collaborators. Hence businesses
must reward high performers with promotions and bonuses while retraining or removing
underperformers. At last business is about people.

In turn, monitoring is the foundation for the two previous elements and every other
aspect of the company’s activities. It is through data collection and monitoring that
managers transform the “raw material” into crucial information for the analysis of
business development.

By means of mixing the above-mentioned elements, managers are better prepared to
use their resources. Using the human workforce as an illustration: by having a long term
goal with short-performance key results (targets), it is easier to follow the collaborator’s
outputs (monitoring) and to develop ways of training and motivating them as a means to
level up their production (incentives).

Let’s take an example from The Profit: a reality-TV show from the United States featuring
businessman Marcus Lemonis. In the Grafton Furniture episode, Lemonis buys 45% of a
declining family business in Miami which has been running for three generations since
the patriarch’s departure from Cuba after its socialist coup.

Lemonis’ first action is to analyze the business numbers and workflows (monitoring), so
he can identify its major flaws and sources of margins decrease. In addition, he tackles
the relationship issue between Grafton Furniture’s CEO and his son, which is filled by
excessive control from the former and ongoing pressure from the latter. The



businessman's solution is to demand the CEO’s son to be under his supervision and out
of his father’s area of influence in the business (incentives).

Moreover, it is worth highlighting that the company was drowning in debts before
Lemonis entered as a partner. Therefore, it had no sufficient money to acquire essential
assets such as new machinery - the current ones were 50 years old - and air conditioning
system for healthy working conditions in factory floor and consequently raising the
business’ efficiency through better environment for collaborators.

After being changed upside down, Grafton Furniture was able to set up a strategy, pursue
better gross profit margins and successfully complete its turnaround (targets). The
management concentrated the company’s production in one line of chairs adaptable to
the American regional tastes, therefore capable of scaling up its business to a national
level.

Eventually, the Cuban family members - original owners of Grafton Furniture - and Marcus
Lemonis were able to cut a deal with a national retailer in order to sell the chairs in its
stores dispersed all over the United States, finally reaching the dreamed moment of
business ascendancy.

The Profit episode is a comprehensible sample of good management and bad
management. In the beginning, Grafton Furniture’s partners did not know how to allocate
its resources: relationship between CEO and his son weakened the whole organizational
structure (human workforce), machinery was inefficient and factory floor overly crowded
(means of production) and the company was full of debts (capital).

From this TV-show, we have a valuable insight: despite knowing little about the business
specifics, Lemonis knew the essential elements of good management and consistently
applied them in Grafton Furniture new strategy and daily operations. Most importantly,
The Profit reinforces that targets, incentives and monitoring are universal, lead to higher
outputs and sustain them in the long run. Good management, after all, is key not only for
specific business’ improvement in which it is applied, but for the overall improvement of
society. If the private, public and nonprofit sectors have better managers, the potential
for raises on welfare and prosperity will definitely be unleashed. Let’s call out for good
management!


